
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
COMMITTEE ON INSTRUCTION
Meeting #2
Thursday, September 27, 2012
217 Varner Hall

MINUTES

Present: B. Cahlon, K. Castoldi, M. Hartson, G. Sanders, A. Schneeweis, R. Stewart, T. Towner

1. Committee approved Minutes #1, September 20, 2012.

2. Committee deferred the request from the Department of Music, Theatre and Dance to:
   a. Add a new course
      DAN 203 Fundamentals of Ballet Technique II (2)
      Fundamental techniques of classical ballet; continuation of DAN 103. Designed for
      beginning ballet students. May be repeated for up to 8 credits.
   b. Change the title of DAN 103 Fundamentals of Ballet Technique to:
      Fundamentals of Ballet Technique I (2)

3. Committee approved the request from the Department of Biological Sciences to:
   a. Change the number of credits for BIO 377 Marine Biology from (3) to (4).
   b. Change the number of credits for BIO 495 Scientific Inquiry and Communication from
      (3) to (4).

4. Committee deferred the request from the Department of Biological Sciences to:
   a. Add a new course:
      BIO 329 Principles of Pharmacology (4)
      Introduction to the general principles of pharmacology. Includes principles of drug
      action, drug metabolism, and a review of major classes of pharmaceuticals.
      Prerequisites: BIO 205 and 207, or BIO 315 and 321, or BIO 325, or BCM 453, or
      CHM 453.
5. Committee approved the request from the Department of Communication and Journalism to **add new course**:

   **COM 335 Communication, Mobile Media, and the Internet (4)**
   Examines the relationship between communication practices and the networked technologies of the Internet and mobile media, including their impact on politics, commerce, knowledge, privacy, and interpersonal relationships. Focus on the popular practices of search engines, video sharing services, texting, and social media sites.

6. Committee deferred the request from the Department of Communication and Journalism to **add new course**:

   **COM 368 Popular Music Studies (4)**
   Draws on core concepts from media and cultural studies to understand and analyze popular music’s relationship to social and culture production. Key debates discussed include cities, technologies, gender and sexuality.

7. Committee deferred the request from the Department of History to **add the following new courses**:

   a. **HST 406 Native America to 1840 (4)**
      Study of the major trends within the histories of Native Americans from pre-Contact to the Removal Era. An emphasis will be placed upon the diversity of American Indian civilizations. Prerequisites: HST 114 and WRT 160 or equivalent with a grade of 2.0 or higher.

   b. **HST 407 Native America since 1840 (4)**
      Study of the major trends within the histories of Native Americans since the Removal Era. The Plains Wars, reservation policies, termination, and twentieth-century American Indian legal and social issues will be covered. Prerequisites: HST 115 and WRT 160 or equivalent with a grade of 2.0 or higher.

8. Committee approved the request from the Department of Music, Theatre and Dance to:
   a. **Change the prerequisite** of MUT 112 or 114 for MUS 131 History and Literature of Western Tonal Music to the following **corequisite**:

      **Corequisite: MUT 112, 113.**

   b. **Change the prerequisite** for MUS 140 Learning and Teaching Music

      From: MUS 131, 132; MUT 114, 115
      To: MUS 131, 132, MUT 114, 115; **WRT 160 or equivalent with a grade of 2.0 or higher**
9. Committee deferred the request from the Department of Music, Theatre and Dance to:

c. **Change the prerequisites** for MUS 425 Critical Theory Methodologies in the Global Arts

   From: MUS 132; one course from MUS 200, 236, 332, 334, or 336 or DAN 175; 2 credits of MUE 345, 346, 348 or 349.
   To: permission of instructor.

10. Committee approved the requests from the Department of Physics to:

a. **Change** the **course credits** from 4 to 5 and the **course descriptions** for:

   PHY 101 General Physics I (5)
   *Integrated lecture-laboratory.* Mechanics, heat, mechanical waves and sound. Calculus is not required. Satisfies the university general education requirement in the natural science and technology knowledge exploration area. Prerequisite: MTH 062 or equivalent recommended.

   PHY 102 General Physics II (5)
   *Integrated lecture-laboratory.* Electricity and magnetism, light, relativity, atomic and nuclear physics. Satisfies the university general education requirement in the knowledge applications integration area. Prerequisite for knowledge applications integration: completion of the general education requirement in the natural science and technology knowledge exploration area. Prerequisite: PHY 101 recommended.

   PHY 151 Introductory Physics I (5)
   *Integrated lecture-laboratory.* Classical mechanics and thermodynamics. For science, mathematics and engineering students. Satisfies the university general education requirement in the natural science and technology knowledge exploration area. Prerequisite: MTH 154.

   PHY 152 Introductory Physics II (5)
   *Integrated lecture-laboratory.* Sound, light, electricity and magnetism. Satisfies the university general education requirement in the knowledge applications integration area. Prerequisite for knowledge applications integration: completion of the general education requirement in the formal reasoning knowledge foundation area or the natural science and technology knowledge exploration area. Prerequisite: PHY 151 recommended. Corequisite: MTH 155 recommended.
b. **Add** the following *new courses*:

   PHY 108  Principles of Physics I  (4)
   Mechanics, heat, mechanical waves and sound. Calculus is not required. This course has common lectures with PHY 101. PHY 108 does not satisfy the university general education requirement in the natural science and technology knowledge exploration area. Prerequisite: MTH 062 or equivalent recommended.

   PHY 109  Principles of Physics II  (4)
   Electricity and magnetism, light, relativity, atomic and nuclear physics. This course has common lectures with PHY 102. Prerequisite: PHY 108 recommended.

   PHY 110  General Physics Lab I  (1)
   Elementary experiments in mechanics, thermodynamics, and waves. This laboratory will not appear in the schedule of classes; students must obtain permission from the physics department adviser to register. Prerequisite: PHY 108 and permission of physics department adviser.

   PHY 111  General Physics Lab II  (1)
   Elementary experiments in electricity and magnetism, optics, and modern physics. This laboratory will not appear in the schedule of classes; students must obtain permission from the physics department adviser to register. Prerequisite: PHY 109 and permission of physics department adviser.

c. **End date** PHY 158 General Physics Laboratory.